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ARE WE KEEPING UP
WITH CURRENT AFFAIRS?

The Rotunda
FARMVILLE, VA., WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1943

VOL. XXII

ACP Rates Rotunda "First Class"
Judges Again Laud Sports Page
The Rotunda has again been with special mention to the
rated a "First Class Excellent" "Question of the Week" and
newspaper by the Associated Col- "Gleanings."
legiate Press in the regular critical
Several suggestions were made
■nice conducted by that organ- by the judges as to the makeup
isation for college papers. The
Issues judged were those for the of the editorial page, namely, that
fall of 1942. A First Class rating the mast-head not be used across
Is second only to tlie highest the top of the page, and that
award possible, that of All Amer- something be done to keep it from
getting solid. Suggested too was
ican Superior.
The sports section was especial- a regular place for regular ads.
In criticizing the headline makely praised this year as last, in the
acorebook that was distributed up the Rotunda was given credit
this week to the colleges all over for good use of an available type
the nation by ACP. Emphasis face, but the editors were advised
was placed on the Sportspourri to use more subheads and to make
oolumn. and all comments on the a more frequent use of Italics.
Last year the Rotunda received
sports page were favorable.
The highest rating possible was:the same rating of First Class
given by the ACP judges to both | Excellent, and the year before was
the treatment and the style of classed with the second class good
the news with a suggestion that papers. Last year also the Romore news-featu)re material be tunda was rated first among colused on the front page.
| lege newspapers in the state by the
Comments of the judges on the Judges at the Virginia IntercolMltorial pages were all laudatory, legiate Press Association.

Ten Juniors Bid France Announces
To Kappa Delta Pi New Staff Members
For Honor Work
Section Editing
Planned for '44

Kappa Delta Pi. national education fraternity, has issued
Sara Wayne France, editor of
bids to Louise Bell. Olive rBad- the 1944 Virginian, has announcshaw, Grace Collins. Frances ed the appointment of Sara Byrd
Craddock. Ann Geisen. Elizabeth Williams, of Woodstock, as phoAnn Jordon. Catherine Johnson, tographic editor. She will succeed
Helen Shaw. Sara Trigg. and Elea- Louise McCorkle in this position.
nor Wade All of these girls are Helen Wilson, Petersburg; Sara
members of the junior class.
Jeffreys, Goldsboro. N. C; and
In honor of the new members, Mary Elizabeth Harvey. Roseland,
the faculty, and students in the will be the assistants on the phoupper quartile of the freshman tographic staff.
and soph classes. Kappa Delta
Jane Smith, Franklin, will head
PI will entertain at a formal re- the literary staff succeeding Elizception on Friday. May 14. from abeth McCoy. Patricia Maddox.
8 o'clock till 10 o'clock. In the Roanoke, and Kathryn Hutchinreceiving line will be Miss Pauline
son, Norfolk, will be the assistCamper, adviser for Kappa Delta
PI, Eleanor Folk, retiring presi- ants on the literary staff.
Virginia Terrell, Richmond, and
dent; Mary Moore McCorkle. president-elect: and Rosalie Rogers. Eleanor Corell, Portsmouth, will
Alice Scebert. and Brookie Ben- be co-editors of the art staff.
Instead of the usual way of edton. old officers of the fraternity.
Thirty - seven freshmen and iting the annual as one unit, it
twenty sophomores have received ! wl' * ed'ted * sect,onf anQd len
invitations to the reception.
|>\u, ***« £ iaZ£T K2S?
Freshmen receiving invitations «:d,tors wul * ,Mlldr,ed J*?*are Elizabeth Adams, ftfildnd SSWLtJL^iiJfi? ™."
Altlce. Jane Anderson. Ann Lee <*"**• Farmville; lfe«l Bell,
Blanum. Carolyn Bobbitt. Alolsei R*hmonc•= HMen Whson. Peters■oswell. Lucy Bowling. Fredrika bur*: and ***> C,user' Norfolk.
Continued on Page 4
Mr. T. A. McCorkle. professor
of chemistry and physics; Miss
Continued on Page 4

Two Teams Attend
Debate Convention
At Hampden-Sydney PSA Changes Name
At Recent Meeting
Four girls from the local Debate

Club attended the Tau Kappa
Alpha statewide convention at
Hampden-Sydney last week. Ann
Randolph and Virginia Sedgley,
holding up the affirmative debated Jimmy Robertson and Johnny
Owen. Hampden-Sydney's negative team, and won. Alice Nichols and Shirley Easterly. Farmville's negative team met defeat
from Perry Hyde and Billy Coxe
of Hampden-Sydney.
Following this, the girls attended
the Tau Kappa Alpha banquet
after which the same girls debated Lynchburg College boys.
Again the Farmville affirmative
won and the negative lost to
Lynchburg College.
The convention closed with a
reception given by the HampdenSydney O.D.K.'s for the group.
The colleges represented were
Bridgewater College, Bridgewater;
Lynchburg College, Lvnchburg;
University of Richmond. Richmond: Hampden-Sydney College,
Hampden-Sydney; and Farmville
S. T. C.
On Tuesday night Virginia Sedgley and Ann Randolph attended
a meeting of the local Rotary
Club and conducted an open
forum discussion on post war
problems.
Tonight the Debate Club is having its annual picnic at Longwood.

Following the installation of
officers last week, the Presbyterian Student Association voted to
change its name to the Westminster Fellowship, according to an
announcement made by president
Lois Alphin this week. The Westminster Fellowship, is the Ml
name for the state organization,
although all the college groups
have not yet accepted It.
New officers for the group are
Lois Alphin. president; Agnes
Stokes, vice-president; and Sara
Bird Williams, secretary.

IN THE WAR RPFOBTT
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Messick Elected Head of College Choir;
Cotillion Members Name Ellett President
Arlington, Pierce.!
Bridgforth Chosen

Five New Members
Added For Test

All Partieipate
In Campus Interests

Blair, Prosise,
Heard Are Officers

Virginia Mae Ellett, junior from
Lucy Messick. sophomore from
Crewe, won in the election for
Front Royal, was elected president
president of the Cotillion Club
of the college choir last Thursday
for the coming year at the regunight. May 6. to succeed Fiddle
lar meeting last night. Jean ArHaymes. Ann Blair, sophomore
rington, junior from Lynchburg
from Portsmouth, vice-president;
was chosen to lead the figure at
Jean Prosise, sophomore from Wilnext years Fall Cotillion. Betty
son, secretary; and Carolyn Beard,
Bridgforth, from Kenbridge. will
junior from Newport News, treasserve as the new secretary-treasurer, were elected at the same
time.
urer, and Shirley Pierce, Roanoke,
will be the business manager.
BURR Strick. Librarians
Virginia Mae, who is active in
Librarians for next year will be
Orchesis and in the Choir, was
Mary St. Clair Bugg and Jeanne
in the May Court this year and
Strick, juniors from Farmville.
has been a member of Cotillion
The executive committee will confor three years. She is president
sist of the four officers and Pat
of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority.
Maddox.
Jean was also in May Court
Six student directors and four
this year. She is president of
accompanists have been announGamma Psi, are society, secretary
ced for the coming year. The
of the Dramatic Club, and presdirectors are Carolyn Beard, Virident of Alpha Sigma Tau sororginia Hitchings, Pat Maddox.
ity.
Mary St. Clair Bugg. Jeanne
Betty serves as class, represenStrick, and Beth Johnson. The
tative in student government, and
accompanists are Constance Ozwas president of her class her
in, Margie Hewlett, Hazel Philfreshman year. She was active on
lips, and Alice Parkhuret.
both the freshman and sophomore
JEAN PROSISE. LLC Y MESSICK. ANN BI.AIR
Five new members who have
commissions, and is a member of
been added for a term of probaSigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
tion are Jane Knapton. Mary
Shirley has worked as assistant
Williams Calvert, Virginia Shackto the business manager of the
elford. Betty Albright, and Ann
Cotillion Club for two years. She
Snyder.
is sports editor of the Rotunda,
Mes-sicks Plan Tour
and active on the Athletic AssoThe choir, which consists of fifciation. She was on both the
ty-six members, recently made a
The last issue of I lie Colonnade, tour to New York where they
freshman and sophomore commissions and is a member of Mu
which has gone to press and will broadcast Brahms Requieum.
come out about the last week in They are now making plans for a
Omega sorority.
Retiring officers of the CotilMay. is dedicated to the seniors. good will tour to Canada next
According to Elizabeth Tennent year. Lucy and Julia Messick are
lion Club are Dot Childress, presthe new editor of the macn/ine
ident; Helen Wiley Hardy, leadGerry Beekner, junior from the issue will contain a big sur- working with Miss Virginia Richer; Leona Moomaw. secretary;
ards and director Alfred Strick as
and Frances Parham, business Troutville. was awarded first place prise.
the planning committee for this
in
the
Kappa
Delta
Pi
personal
manager.
The seniors particularly were
library contest in chapel program asked to make contributions to trip.
this morning, Wednesday. Second this, their copy. Among the interplace was given to Jeanne Strick. esting articles by the seniors is a
junior from Farmville, and third clever piece of wit by Ann Ware
prize was awarded to the collec- Smith eni it led "Dear Diary" in
tion belonging to Helen Wiley which Ann reviews school life. HelThirty-two girls pledged sorori- Hardy, senior from Farmville.
Dr. J. L. Jarman, president of
en Delong. another senior, has
ties at the end of spring rushing
The contest closed Monday of written a story caled "It Was Her State Teachers College, has anperiod last week.
nounced the establishing of a loan
The new pledges are. Sigma this week with a public displayal Wish", and Virginia Sedgley also fund by Zeta Tau Alpha, social
of the individual collections of the displays her ability in a story enSigma Sigma: Dottie
Gilmer. contestants in
the
Browsing tilled -Gad. Said the Man in the sorority founded at Farmville
Mary Ann Jarrett and Mildred
State Teachers College in 1898
Room
of
the
library.
Serving
as Gray Hat.' '
Shifflet; Gamma Theta: Virginia
and now confined to liberal arts
judge;, were Dr. Leroy Charles
Dr.
Walmsley,
head
of
tinhisHitchings and Nancy Pitts; Alpha
Merritt. librarian, and Mrs Allen tory department, has written an colleges. The new loan fund is
Sigma Alpha: Jane Adams, Pat
in honor of the memory of Mrs
article in this issue to the seniors.
Gibson, Jackie Ritchie. Margie Stokes, of Farmville.
The only comment of the judges He calls it 'What Are You Ooing Maud Jones Horner, one of the
Pierce. Florence Smith, Viola Surfounders of the sorority.
about the book collections was To Do About It?"
ring. and Elsie Thompson.
The loan fund is in the sum of
that some selections were too
Pi Kappa Sigma pledged CaroAl.so included in the magazine thr(,(, nun(|m| ,,,,„„„ aI1(| ta u,
much
conditioned
by
the
Book
of
lyn Caldwell. Ann Darnell, BarIS Highlands of Scotland
by^ g,ven at th(. ratp of one hun.
bara Dickenson. Betty Little. Nan- the Month suggestions.
Margaret Pattle. who is a native | dm, „„,„,„ „ year to de8ervlnK
cy Hall. Lela Marner, Margaret The contest was initiated last of Scotland and a member of the
„„: Two ,-ms ^ ^^"fof i°^o?S
Mclntyre, Kitty Renneker, Jean fall by the honorary fraternity to ,l(.shman ,
encourage students to build their winch received
honorable men- two years when It Is expected to
Smith, and Betty Ann Wimbish.
own
Girls pledging Alpha Sigma Tau
Personal libraries for use in tion in the recent Colonande poe- ,„. r,,pa|d ,n fu|L In this way |t
are Mary Ellen Haag. Lucy Mc- lalel' llfo- The <'lan was similar to tiy contest will appear in this is hoped that the fund will
Kenry, Dorothy Olaston. Marg-,one carried out in Westhampton MPT tOO I Lev are Julia Messick s lM.,.om,, perpetual.
onrl
Kutlu.rinc
aret Thomas, and Mary Brinson College and Randolph - Macon Thf»
The SpaNntW
Seasons" and
Kstherlxn
Announcement of the loan fund
Walker.
Plans are being made to ex- Imdall's "little Old Lady."
has been made to Dr. Jarman by
Carolyn Huddle and Margaret, tend the oontesl over four years
Miss May E. Youngberg, of EvasVerell are the new Theta Sigma and have the individual collecton, 111., grand secretary-treasurer
Upsilon pledges, and Mary Lou tlons be made of books received
of Zeta Tau Alpha.
Dondley. Nell Scott and Delia,or purchased during their entire
Gregory pledged Phi eZta Sigma j college life.
NOTICI
In Richmond on Saturday afternoon. May 8, IM
The Colonnade staff angiven in honor of Mrs. S. Gardner
nounces that tin .num.ii short
Waller, Praaidori ■>! U*
tion of Farmville Alumnae, the story contest will run this year
Richmond Chapter of Alumnae as usual through the summer
announced an awanl cholai hip months with the deadline set
lor October 15. 1943.
by Betty Deuel Cock
brings not only the fragrance of of $100 for a girl from John MarAll material must be typed
daffodils from the nearby gar- shall or Thomas Jefferson High
A blade of Grass.
when entered and will I
I who wishes to begin 1 HI
dens, but the abundance of Daffy
A rippling brook,
pills from the nearby male habita- college training for teaching at tin' property of the Colonnade.
A robin on the Wing.
tion. And this year something Farmville during till
ri of There is no limit to the numA restless class,
new has been added ... in the! 1943-44. This award U to be ber of stories a student may
Neglected book . . .
enter and entries will be Judrform of those Navy representa-1 made on scholarship and leaderGals 'n- Guys . . and Spring! tives so hopelessly stranded at'ship aptitudes and ichl • •.« merit as
ed on character, development,
i 11 in. plot and i inn.i s
H.-S. C. Too bad, boys . . . ladies n cognised by the faculties of the
There will be prize* for the
two high
final seWhy the magic of this innocent prefer Khaki
word? What strange signal does
And Khaki is only too In evl- lectlon will be left vuth the Bcho- best three storlrs out two honit send forth to unsuspecting vic-dence this season, as one may larshlp Award Committee ..i ttM orable mentions. The winning
tims? Whereinlies the powerful have noticed from the front cam-, Richmond Chapter of Farmville entries will be published In the
Colonnade.
secret? No one knows. We notice pus on Sunday afternoon. Why Alumnae,
only that the first warm hi
Continued on Page 4
Continued on Page t

Forthcoming Colonade To Contain
"Big Surprise". Declares Editor
Beekner Triumphs
In Kappa Delta Pi
Library Contest

Sororities Pledge
32 Spring Quarter

Cupid's Season Bounces In With Usual Glee
As Even Reporters Take To Poetry Writing
We, the People, agree as is, that
girls are delightfully friviloss enough In normal times, but with
Spring . . . Comes the Revolution! The starry eyes gleam
brighter; the cherry lips grow
redder, skirts and hair get shorter; and the Fever is here in the
worst epidemic for years. Reporters grow weary and waste their
time; editors tear their hair and
threaten to fire the reporters; the
patient printer shows his teeth
In a painful grin, and says. "Oh.
well . . . it's Spring".

WHAT IS YOUR PART

College President
Announces Fund

Richmond Alumnae
Award Scholarship
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Peace Our Goal; Patriotism OurMotto Mademoiselle
We Plan For A New World
"It has apparently become part of our
national mood to shove aside all real consideration of the political and economic
Bet-Up Of the post-war world, especially
concrete proposals, until that day in the
indefinite future when the war is won. We
just don't want to worry alxmt it now. II
serious and eager thought about America's
future is to begin anywhere, it must be in
our colleges and universities. The world we
are Forgetting now Is the world in which
the classes of '48 and Ml and '48 and '46
will be living soon."
The above excerpt from the Cardinal
Forum Of the Daily Cardinal of the University of Wisconsin, places the responsibility
of post war planing in the present on the
eolege students of today, the tkiture citizens of the nation and the proposed world
federation of nations. Have we, the students of Farmville State Teachers College
accepted this responsibility and are we fulfilling it? Or do we too put off until that
theoretical ••tomorrow" the planning thereof.
If we are to have and to hold those four
freedoms. If we are to participate in a
world government. If we are to make our
democracy M attractive that the nations of
the world will accept it as the best plan for
themselves, if we are to be good citizens of
tomorrow's world, we must begin to think
now about that world. It is to be our world
u hy should the older generation, many of
whom will not live to see their plans carried out, why should they plan for us?
Concrete plans have already been suggested. Let us right here in this school not
be left out of the movement! let us become
aware of our duty—it is our duty—and let
us do it!—J. W. R.

We Determine To Carry On
This war is hard on college girls. No
longer are there rides home any and every
week-end; no longer can our parents drive
down to see us on Sunday afternoon. Chocolate cake from home is an unheard of lux-
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We Serve By Dancing

part of the College War Council. In its nrst^^^t^ck^he
months of lite the committee became an ac- Oops. Tis rumored that a deleave one, doing vital war work in helping tolgation composed of a member of
i
,u
i
. ..
...
each of the above named class has
keep up the morale ot the men in the serv- been Mt t0 the Black Hawk
to
Ice.
engage its services in solving this
With increased work the committee be- perplexing next puzzle. We anxiously await new developments.
gan last fall as a separate unit. From the Will Chi be replaced by a new
very first, the girls on the committee have scare society? Or will the Black
worked hard and faithfuly. They have giv- Hawk come l0 make a gallant re*
i
e ii. • u
J
scue of lost prestige? All. we do
en freely of their time and passed up many indeed await developments. Folother opportunities in order to do their bit low this column—by next week
maybe all will be revealed . . . But
for the war effort.
turning to lighter themes, we
It has not been an easy task that of the throw the bouquet of baby orchids
members of the College USO committeee. to E. Kyle Ainsworth, as repreIt has not been easy to find girls to go down senting the most beautiful, most
glamorous, most graceful Queen of
to the center every Sunday afternoon and the May, as portrayed in the Saton alternate Saturday nights. It has not urday night sing . . . That man
been easy to raise money for the general wltn the flym« machine has but

DR. EVA FIESEL

U. OF HAWAII IS THE ONLY UNIVERSITY IN THE WORLD NOT LOCATED WITHIN 2000 MILE5 OF ANOTHER UNIVERSITY/

TTHE

LINGUISTICS PROFESSOR AT
BRYN WAWR COLLEGE,READ
3 BOOKS A DAY UP TO THE
DAY OF HER DEATH
HER LAST 3 BOOKS WERE
"THE YEARS'—LIFE
"DARK WINDOWS'—DEATH
'TRIUMPH'— RESURRECTION

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor,
do not plead for myself but for
I am having great difficulty in the sake of the weaker student■
writing this epistle because of an
injury sustained while quietly, un- and our teacher who are not imsuspectingly I wandered through mune to collisions caused by scurthe hall toward my class last week. rying, careless feet.
I entii.it
I am a student here—strong, jyou to be careful when you walk
healthy, and more or less the ath- in the hall. Please do not slide
letic type. If I were not I do not around the wall as you turn a
think I could have lasted through corner, run through the halls M
the bumps and falls forced upon travel on the wrong side. A polite
me by thoughtless human beings. I "excuse me'' will not mend a
I suppose, though I have often broken arm and after all you
wondered as I slide headlong down might be the unfortunate victim
the corridor if some animal hasn't
Sincerely
fund for the center nor to tad -SJSSsJg^T.^ft ySTJB escaped from a near-by zoo. I
Lula Moss
tions to supply refreshments.
lover the campus this week end,.
However against frightful odds the girls !three men of the »« managed toj
wangle their way into the Rotunda
on the committee have made their program . . . And those who went to the
a successful one. Almost without exception Armory Saturday night all saw
something has been done for the service the rivalry between a certain two
soldiers over our Student Body
men in Farmville every week-end this year Prexy. One time they very nearly
Many are the memories of the Then the afternoon treks to Shanand often during the week. In addition to came to biffs when each tried to seniors who will leave this insti- non's with Martha the Beautiful.
the regular dance and groups at the center! break at the same time ... Jo tution in June. But their sister Lacy. Hitch, and all the rest . . .
class, the sophs, have reached the Those phone calls in the wee
on week-ends the College USO committee iS^i^E^1^^^ midpoint in their college careers. hours for Miss Wentzel . . . And
hiis done much in helping to keep the center;all. Their mutual Interest is mu- They have come out from under I the time it rained and Burns.
itself running and has taken programs to sic- oi course .
. Don't ask B underclass inhibitions < whatever 1 Birchfleld. and McOuire jumped
Cock why the sudden I ? > interest they be!) and they are ready to in the flshpool for a swim. No
('amp Pickett.
in the set up of the Tiger: She assume great responsibilities — I stuff . . . The 10 o'clock dash for
might Rive a glazed stare and say, why just next year the major ofthe ever constant demand
"Gridley ..." We also hear that ficers will be elected from our for nickels for the phone at the
THE Roy Cabell had Jane War-! class!
end of the Row . . . E. Kyle selling rolling in the Aisle on MonBut we like to look back to ing doughnuts in that gash awful
day. Traitors, these reporters . . . catch and hold those half forgot- fetching gown affair and her pitiHy Virginia Kent Sedyley
Overheard in the Rotunda office, ten incidents that spice our life ful song about the poor kid who
the receiving end of a long dis- here. Those long nights on the needed dough, etc. She was what
Of course, the biggest and best news of tance call from Rhode Island, con-' Row i Ritzy, of course — what we call a scream . . . Then the
the war is the Tunisian gossip. It is fairly slsting main'y °' varying tones of other?) when the Mish swung time Moss memorized nearly the
open a definitely closed door and whole of the "White Cliffs" for
conclusive that both
Rommel and Von j^one^S' 'ask^Snei! said "All right—call down. I was our production at a moment's
Arnim nave left Africa. Italian General if hers was worth the call-down up here last night and you weren't notice . . . And Dimpy and the
Messe is left holding the bag while Allied she got for shreiking 'Bob!!!'' the in bed. Now Dimpy. go home, circus stunt and the production.
other night.
and Budgy. if I catch you one We'll never forget the sight of her
forces continue mopping up exercises.
Pettis went down to see if Stuart more time . . ." Oh, those classic standing on the piano in the iicc
Fifty thousand prisoners have already
had become bald because of his phrases can never be forgot. She directing the whole thing, smokbeen taken. Sicily has been bombed furi- prolonged illness. He hadn't but had a hard time with us but ing furiously and getting things
Margaret has our very but wishes Sent . . . That scream, second only
ously to prevent the Axis from taking ref- he was handsomer than ever as
She was bewitellingly different. ..
Continued on Page 4
uge there. The biggest question now con- indicated by the stare in her eyes
cerns the invasion of Furope. Germany evi- upon returning .
dently expects something in the Balkans
because Rommel has been sent there to conWhat would you do If you sud- self, just thinking life over, and
solidate positions.
denly discovered you had exactly the other five I would like to have
six weeks left to live?
someone I love.
Russian news is also good. Novorossisk
Anne Pettis: I'd go to Hampton.
By
ANN
S\VIM
I;
Lucille Winston: Catch up on
is being attacked. American planes and
Lelia Dowell: Relax and travel my correspondence.
lighters are participating in the tight.
This afternoon at the Y "set- and just play.
Virginia Terrell: I'd like to do
Lula Moss: I'd go to New York all the things I like to do best,
Joeeph Davis, the ex-ambassador to Russia up" Conference, which Is tradiheld at Longwood, the and present my story to a pro- and eat all my favorite foods, and
has returned to Moscow with Litvinoff. On tionally
plan for the Y. W. C. A. as a ducer, and beg that I be given be with all my favorite people.
the surface, the reason is supposed to be whole and each committee were a lead in a play. It would be a
Lillian Goddin: I'd just live life
the Polish-Russian quarrel. In reality, a discussed, enlarged upon and fin- big enough attraction by advertisas I'm living now and not think
ally
brought
into
one
big
topic
for
ing
the
fact
that
I
had
but
six
major reason is to try to convince the Rusabout death.
the year 1943-44—Christian Faith more weeks of life.
sians to let us use one of their cities for a For Today and Tomorrow. New
Prances Wentzel: I'd leave
Evelyn Christian: I'd write my
liase from which to bomb Japan. Russia ideas were developed and the old will, destroy my diary, and re- school right away and go to New
York to spend the time with John.
and Japan have a fishing pact now and ones improved upon with all sorts new all my Church and religious
Sue Clark: Go to Africa to see
of promises for fall when work contacts.
Russia does not seem to want to antagon- begins In earnest. To make lt a
Sally Johnson: Oo to Tech and "Scoble".
Libby Heath: I'd wanna marry
ize Japan by letting the United States use successful year every member of get married.
the Y. W. C. A. will be needed
any Russian liases.
Betty Blackwell: I'd marry Bev- Johnny right away.
for support and actual Ideas.
Anonymous: Prob'ly spend the
erly . . . P. D. Q.!
Washington is indulging in another game
The Union Young People's VesBetty Klger: Ply to Port Knox. whole darned time, getting up
nf anagrams by creating an Office of Civil- per Service which is held once a
Budgie Butzner: D--- if I know! one history assignment so it would
quarter
will
be
held
as
an
outdoor
Kyle
Ainsworth: Oet all my be right.
ian Supply. This means that the WPB will
service this coming Sunday. The friends together and spend the
Jane Moseley: I don't know;
lose MM of its power. Between the OCS, services will be held shortly after time with them.
what would you do?
the WPB, AAA, WMC, CIO. and the FCC, supper with the late afternoon
Marilyn Bell: I'd want to spend
Pay Johnson <Feature Editor):
the only sure thing I know is that I'm go- sun adding inspiration. The new the whole time all at one place . . I'd like to murder the Editor . . .
Church Cooperative Committee somewhere by the water. The and the president of the House
ing NUTS.
will be in charge of the program first week I would spend by my- Council!

Sophs Steal Seniors' Privilege
As They Reminisce Year's Events

Gleanings

Question of the Week

Editor-in-Clucf
Managing Editor
Business Manager

Associate Id/tors
V IKGINIA TREAKI.K
in 11YH1) .lOHNSON
IHKIKY PIERCE
JANE SMITH

Says - - •

ury of the past. Our dances are ruined hecause the favored young men cannot atThe most exciting incident of
tend.
the whole week end occurred on
Of course we still have our school, but Sunday night down in the Ree—
who wants to go to school? This being May, where as you know anything can
happen.
Our attentions were
we remember Horace Mann, the father of gradually, if reluctantly, drawn
public education, who, about one hundred from our dates to two soldiers on
years ago gave much time and effort toward that platform affair just as you
come down the steps. They ueic
initiating a program of education for every- performing for a slowly increasing
one. He realized the importance of educa- audience.
Flips, double flips,
tion for the masses if our country were to triple flips, somersaults, etc.. were
wearing Miss Marys rug down
enjoy any success in the field of democracy. to the bare floor. Along with their
But what was that attitude we were hear- act. they had a steady stream of
ing about the bores of the war for college patter to accompany each move.
The ten o'clock bell rang on and
girls? Pel haps we were hasty. We are col- no one heeded its clangor. Miss
lege girls. We are proud to be college girls, Royal finally announced the deadWhoever they were, the
proud to be learning, to be part of an insti- line.
orchids of the week go to them
tution that still believes in the freedom that for their amusing entertainment
is born of education.
Myrtle Lee Holt journeys to
Georgia this Thursday to visit hi i
Dick . . . Lula (She's a good
actress i Moss gets those letters
she is continually losing from Pvt.
Jerry Taylor. The Pvt. is soon
A little over a year ago the USO com- to be changed to Lt . . . Chi. the
mittee was organized on this campus as Beavers, Nu and other smal-thne

Ib/'f"
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Pegasus Still Engrossed In Plans For
Annual Horse Show To Be Staged
At Longwood Ring Saturday, May 15
Underlying plans air Still being
released for I he annual local horse
sin.«N which will be held at the
Longwood HidiiiK ring at 2 p. m.
Saturday. The show which Is
spoil: ored by the Pegasus Riding
Ciub, is open i . all B. T. C. and
Hainpden-SydiK \ students as well
as to local citizens.
FiuKiam liuludls 14 Classes
The program as released by
Joyce Cheat wood, president of
Pegasus and general chairman.
Includes 14 rla.es slihieet to a
change or elimination at the dlsClelion of the judges and liaise in
Charge.
» The first group on the program
Is a junior beginner's class, open
■ t© H. T. C. students only. Riders
Will be judged on horsemanship.
Walk and trot.
The three-Railed class is an'
open class for all and the bones
will be shown at walk, trot and
canter and will be judged on confirmation, soundness, and performance.
The senior beginner"! class open
only to S. T. C. students, will be
Judged on horsemanship, walk.
trot, canter, and left- lead.
Fourth Croup I'aired
Tlie fourth group consists of
pairs of i iders with the judgment
based half on each. The section
is open and horses will be judged
on uniformity and likeness of
horses in appearance and actions.
The jumping class, too. is open
to the public. The jumps will be
raised in case of a tie.
The intermediate class is open
to only S. T. C. students and
Judgment will be based on horsemanship, walk. trot, canter, right
and left leads.
The five galled class is open
to all and the horses will be shown
at walk. trot, canter, slow. gait.
and rack
The class for local adults is not
open to S. T. C. students and the
horses will be shown at walk. trot.
and canter.
There will be a special class
for children, and there will also
be a class open to only S. T. C.
The tiaditional Old Virginia
Riders class is open to all and
judgment will be based on apparent ease and suitability of horse
and rider. The advanced horsemanship class is open to S. T. C.
students and the judge may request any phase of riding of the
OOOtestants. There will be a special cla-s for local children of

*•«> ;•<£■■■

vSportspourri
By MARGARET ORANGE and M. J. LEAVITT

Softball—
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JOYCE CHEATWOOD
President of Pegasus

Decisive Softball
Gome To Be Played
For Colors Tonight
Green and White softball fans
will join the Red and White sport
lovers when the two color teams
Join in the seasons softball game
tonight at 7 p. m. on the athletic
field.
After many weeks of practice
this quarter, the classes will divide
off according to their color and
clash for that ever seeking "win"
for the color cup points. This Is
the big game, one which marks
either a heavy lead for Green and
White points or a rise for the
Reds
Eight practices are required for
eligibility for the game, so any
high school age and under with
the horses to be shown at walk,
trot and canter. The costume class
the final on the program, is open
to all. Any type of animal and
costume may be used, suitability
and skill will be Judged.

NEW WAVES-SPARS BOOKLET OFFERED
BY ALL NAVY RECRUITING STATIONS

At the regular meeting of Or-;
thesis, modern dance group,
which was held on Wednesday,
May 5. officers for the ensuing
year were elected.
Ruth Dugger, junior from Denbeigh. was
elected president to succeed Betty Sexton. Other officers elected were Gwendolyn Sampson,
sophomore from Richmond, and
Ophelia Whittle, sophomore from
Petersburg, who will replace Alice
Seebert as secretary and treasurer, respectively. Virginia E'lett
will succeed Ellen Ebel as costume chairman.
Apprentices for the coming year
will be Ann Jones. Lucie Harvie,
Margaret Harvie. Martha Jean
Leavitt, Lulu Moss. Patricia Garth
and Kitty Rennecker. Elizabeth
Ann Jordan, club accompanist,
was voted an honorary member.
The new members and officers will
be guests at a party given in their
honor on Wednesday night.

Tennis Tournament
Postponed by Rain
Due to rain the first round of
the tennis tournament was not
completed as previously scheduled.
In competition for the singles
contest of games to be played in
the first round are Anne Payne
vs. Catherine Lambert, Mildred
Droste vs. Piddle Haymes. Prances
Parham vs. Spotswood Hunnicut, Bobbie Scott vs. Prances Lee,
Fiances Quillen vs. Hallie Hillsman, and Helen Wilson vs. Ruth
Dugger. Matches already completed are Ann Garnet winner
over Jean Carr 6-2. 7-5 and Phyllis Watts over Ophelia Whittle,
6-0, 6-1.
These games must be completed
this week in order that the single
winner might score points for the
color cup which will be awarded
Friday in chapel.
Doubles matches are also in the
tournament with Phyllis Watts
and Ruth Dugger scheduled to
play Jean Carr and Hallie Hillsman. Dottie Gilmer and Betsy
Birchfleld vs. Frances Lee and
Margaret Orange. Mildred Droste
and Catherine Lambert vs. Anne
Garnett and Fiances Quillen. and
Anne W. Smith and Betty Burns
against Frances Parham and Anne
Payne complete the matches.
Ruth Dugger. junior, is manager
of tennis.
persons eager to join their teams
may receive practice every evening
after dinner on the athletic field.
Slips must be filled and placed in
the box on the A. A. field house so
practices may be recorded.
Last year prior to the class softball game, a faculty-student game
was scheduled which aroused
much interest for the sport of
the season. The color game will
be the only one this year, so everyone is expected either to witness
the affair or to be out there cheering!
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SARA JEFFRIES
Monogram Ciub Proxy

Goldsboro Junior
Leads Monogram
"r"
New Members Are
Sophs, Juniors
Sara Jeffreys, junior of Goldsboro. N. C, was elected president
of the Monogram Club last Thursday night, May 6. to replace Jean
Carr.
Other officers are Edith Lovins.
sophomore, replacing Frances Parham as vice-president, and Eleanor Wade, sophomore, as secretary-treasurer to replace Sara
Wade Owen.
New members who were initiated
are Patsy Connelly. Ruth Dugger.
Sara Jeffreys, and Dottie Sue
Simmons, juniors; Edith Lovins,
Bobbie Scott, Eleanor Wade, and
Helen Wilson, sophomores.
The Monogram Club has been
active this year and has aided in
the physical fitness program in the
college. Numerous hikes have
been one of the chief objectives
this year along with work on Color
Rush and play nights.
Savings through War Bond
purchases already accomplished
are almost sufficient to provide
four years of college education
for every young man and young
woman in America between the
ages of 18 and 21.

1

Tonight at 7:00 p. m. the softball game between Green and
White and Red and White will be
played. This (jives five points to
the color cup. Eight practices are
lequired for each player. We have
enough from both colors to make
up a god team. Come out and support your colors.
TuiniH—
The tennis tournament will be
held this week. Everyone is asked
to play her matches when they
are scheduled as we must finish
al lof the games before Friday.
The students can cooperate with
the players by stopping their game
when they are asked so that the
match can be played. Then they
can come back some other time
and play their game of tennis.

Liggett, Meyers Send
Cigarettes Overseas

A regular package of 20 Chesterfields free to 50.000 men each
week ,i million free eii'.an Iti :i
week for Victory—are being sent
to our fighting men at the front.
With the slogan "Its Victory
Tunes for the boys over here and
Victory Smokes for the boys over
there.'' Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Company makes this announcement five nights a week over the
regular Fred Waring "Pleasure
Time'' radio broadcast < Mondays
through Fridays on the National
coast-to-coast network'—and also
three nights a week on the Harry
James program (Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Columbia
coast-to-coast network'.
The sending of a million ChesThere seems to be a lack of interest in Archery. What's the terfields, week after week to 50,000
matter? Is it that you djn't want fighting men, in foreign bases
to play or is is that you are insi where smokes are hard to get and
too lazy? You don't know what supplies not too frequently delivyou are missing. Come out and see ered, is largely the result of the
the tournament and then you can radio public's interest in Chesterfield's outstanding radio shows.
see for yourself what it's like.
Since last November, Fred WarHorse Shoiv—
Don't forget the horse show ing has been devoting hLs entire
Saturday. May 15. There wil be no 15-minute broadcast to Victory
admission. Come on out and see Tunes,'' playing and singing songs
selected by the men in our ServWho can ride and who can't.
ice Camps and dedicating each
Swimming
program to one of the camps or
Now that the pool is clean, why; posts. So enthusiastic has been
aren't more girls out? Recreation- the response to this feature that
al swimming is offered four times Waring has enough requests on
a week: every Monday. Wednes- file to continue his salutes for
day and Friday at 4:30 and every months to come.
Saturday night at 8:00.
To date, eight new service
The H20 club bought a new div- songs have been written and preing board, so you see that the pool sented by Fred Waring and so
is in top condition. We would like far this year 110 different Camps
to see more girls in the pool. have voted on what they wanted
There is a life-guard on duty all Waring to play and then tuned
the time, who will be happy to in to hear the result. The songs
Continued on Page 4
help on any of the swimming
techniques.
The Freshman test will be given every Monday. Wednesday,
and Friday afternoon at 3:50 p.
m. and next Tuesday at 9:00 p
m. This will be the last time the
test will be given.

A return—

PATRONIZE
PATTERSON'S
The Complete Drug
Store

Green Front Store

CLEAN FOUNTAIN

Stationery, Candy
Prescriptions are our
PHONE 139
specialty
Rose's 5-10-25C Store
PATTERSON'S
5 and 10 cents
We always have either Candy—
DRUG CO., INC.
Cookies—Fresh Nuts or all. Shop
238 Main St.
at this department lor the best
Staple and Fancy Croeeries
Fruits and Vegetables

FQBMCTORY
UNITED
STATE S

pWAR
BONDS
AND

STAMPS

C. E. Chappell Co.
Fountain Service

Buy Costume Jeweler v
To Match the New Spring (MM
at

Visit us for the BEST
PHONE 63

J. J. Newberry Co.
5-10-25c Stores
See our complete line
of
Slack and Play Suits
for summer
sport wear

Martin the Jeweler

SPECIAL!
LADIES HOSE

75c $1.00 $1.35

i.ll.'i S IN HORSE SHOW
Have your riding rlothes
cleaned at

DeLuxe Cleaners
College Shoppe
Try our delicious
SANDWICHES
The same ratings, pay and
opportunities for advancement
which in the pait have led thousands ol men to "choose the Navy'
are now open to enlisted women
in the WAVES and SPARS.
Women from 20 to 36 yean of age
are eligible for enlistment.
"Never in history," says Secretary cl the Navy Knox, "have
Ameri;an women been offered such

c

a chance to serve their country.
Never has there been such an
urgent need for their service."
Full information about training
and opportunities for useful work
is contained in the new booklet,
"How to Serve Vour Country in
the WAVES or SPARS." It is
obtainable at all Navy Recruiting
Stations and Offices of Naval
Officer Procurement.

And Plate Lunches
FILMS DEVELOPED AND
PRINTED
25c Per Role

Southside Drug Store

Meet Me
at
SHANNON'S
Bring Your Clothes
For Prompt Service
to

K LEAN WELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE

Also BEAUTIFUL GLOVES And BAGi
in many colors
BAGS
GLOVES

$1.00 $1.79 $2.00
$1.00 and ILM

BUT VOUR GRADUATION
PRESENTS EARLY

BALDWIN'S
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Fashion Tricksters Say "Create Illusions";
American Femmes Adapt Frocks To Figures
B) JANE SMITH

I

Cotton draMM bring out a
much greater variety of shapes
and styk's thU sweaters and
.skirts so the problem of fitting
dress to figure rears its ugly head
■ ■no moii'. With the meat freedom ol design that is exercised in
American fashions, any style is
available for everyone who desires
It, Two hundred pounders can
wear dirndls and slim Janes can
wear sleek very skimpy skirts. We
are left to our own discretion as
In type, color and design.
III order to bring out
our
good points and cover up or at
li a i not emphasize our bad ones.
there are ■ feu tricks of the trade
that create illusions that work
mlraeli
Dirndls, that good old American
favorite, are considered by many
in cover up a multitude of faults.
lln iv mil entirely true. Anyone
who wears a gathered skirt should
have height rough to balance the
width of the skirt. If you and
Mis. Tive-by-Five have something
in common remember that you
nisi weren't horn to be an eternal
baby. Tall, thin people can wear
pinafores and their variations.
Tall thin ones can't on the other
band wear suits with long slimiiiiiit; jackets without acquiring
thai towering telephone pole look.
Jackets are fashions gifts to the
plump for if chosen in vertical
stripes they create an illusion of
height which makes the weight

Insignificant

•
SENIOR
•
• PERSONALITY •

Hobson Suceeds
Price In Sorority
Jane Hobson, junior from Farmv ill*-, was recently elected president of Theta Sigma Upsilon sorority to succeed Ann Rice who has
led the sorority for the past two
years.
Other officers elected were Jean
Akers, vice-president:
Romelia
Sayre, secretary; Ann Leatherbury, treasurer;
Naomi Major,
social chairman; Alice Green,
room chairman, and Jean Prosise.
editor of the publication.

Naney Saunders Weds
Sgt. Roy Snyder
The wedding of Nancy Saunders. class of '41. and Sgt. William
Roy Snyder, of AltaVista, was
performed on Saturday, May 8.
in Warrenton. Ada Claire Snyder,
sister of the groom was the brides
maid of nonor and only attendant.
Nancy graduated from Parmville in 1941 and was a member
of Alpha Sigma Tau sorority.

Pi Kappa Sigma
Has Annual Banquet
Pi Kappa Sigma sorority held
its annual banquet at Longwood
last Friday with both old and
new members and pledges present.
Dr. J. L. Jarman and Miss Ruth
Gleaves, adviser for the Panhellenic Association were the guests
of the sorority at the banquet.
Toastmistress for the night was
Virginia Mae Ellett, and toasts
were given by Martha Higgins,
M ar t h a Patterson, Katherine
Lynch, Kitty Patrick. Virginia
Mae Ellett, and Will Hall.
The national color scheme of
the sorority was carried out in the
place cards of blue and gold which
were shaped in the shield symbol
of the sorority.

Stripes are perhaps the greatest tricksters of all for they can
make anything look like what it
isn't. Horizontal stripes make that
twenty pounds you lack less apparent or hide that twenty pounds
that are where they shouldn't be.
Not only do stripes create line
illusions There are dozens of
other good ways. Choose your need
a vertical or horizontal illusion
and follow its live patterns in
your elotlies and accessories —
Long earrlnga, long bobs, V-necks,
long waists, shoulder ruffles,
Quarter sleeves, solid colors and
an extra half-inch length — all
an' uses for the vertical line.
Horizontal impressions can be created by gathered skirts, round
necks, fancy belts, contrasting
two piece dresses, curl cuts and
Continued from Page 1
di i. in.s ol other means.
When you are accumulating
Mrs. T. J. Starke. President of
your summer clothes keep line in the Richmond chapter, who was
mind and make your clothes do hostess at the Saturday afternoon
the most for you.
tea, made this announcement. Dr.
Jarman responded with an expression of his appreciation of the
very excellent work done by the
"Richmond girls" during the last
Continued from Page 2
year. He recognized the fact that
this scholarship is unique, in that
to IIIK Ams'.voith. Marilyn Bell it stresses the very high esteem
and her speeches on any and every in which the Richmond group
subject at any and every time . . . holds the teaching profession.
Bobble Scott known to intimates 'The applicant for scholarship
as "Peepsie", hating to be kissed must express a desire to become a
U nun h as bar sister classman. teacher.)
.S. W. Owen . . . The constant
Miss Pauline Camper, Miss Mary
search for the two ironing boards Peck, and Mr. S. M. Graham were
of the class. "Who's got the iron- guests on this occasion.
ing board?" is as frequent as the
well known salutation, "Hey" . . .
Christian and Trotter lunmoniz- "But coke bottles make such a
lur mi the W. and M. Alma Mater pretty sound when rolled down
until even the people on the street the quiet hall at 3 a. m." . . .
■top III wonder. No. they couldn't Poised, well-dressed, "Please costand il either . . . The ever- operate" Myrtle Lee . . . Little,
Ill bridge game going on on blonde, hard-working Pat Garth
Third Boor annex
"Anybody . . . Most thoughtful and appreWaal to play bridge?" brought a ciated deed of the year; Alice
head from every door on the hall. Nichols suggesting that half the
"I do until class time!" . . . The proceeds from our May Day dance
tin ion cleanlng-up as Mrs. Laing be used to refurnish the Rec . . .
But of all the reminiscences we
litcd on hat tri-weekly inspection tour . . . Spring and the shan't forget Mr. Raymond Holteal her cuts fluttering . . . Little liday French, perhaps better
So
Biggins living to get the girls known as "Charlie - Hop"
quiet Ditto with Birdie, and her much could be said but the most
iv argument with Hitch . . . used and best is T declare, that
Those mysterious red roan ol man is undoubtedly and positiveI-HI Hundley . . . Cheatwood ly the sweetest man on earth!"
With all due respect to the
and Smith switching down the
seniors,
we of the class of '45 with
•reel In those good-looking rid11
togs
. . Chapel time and all our idosyncracies hope to step
Helm Wilson gathering coke bot- into your shoes!
tle from every Imaginable and unThe Convenient Store
ma Inabli place , . . Lelia D. and
Hi
Imitator - of - the - class B For Faculty and Student Body
Good thing* to rat and drink
BlackweU wire voted aj having
the ili am .i room in the whole
school . . . The Black Hawk
(Hlch Street)
(Rumored to be Butmor, alias
'In bar tender) . . . Olive Bradhaw as the Boy in "Prunella"...
Ah. Prunella — Ten-ell OOmlng
down the ladder—she was so darn
cute! . . . Mrs Vemon Brooks, nee
Ruth Parker, Nu, o-giri. good
girl, cute girl, et oaten . . class 'From old to new with any shoe"
pianist, Jo siiatrner . . . The all Only First (lass material used
nigh) i capades of j. Ruffin
All work guaranteed

Award Scholarships

Year's Events

Butcher's

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop

College Girls Aid
In Bandage Rally
Of the 21, 925 bandages rolled
in Prince Edward County in April,
the college girls rolled 2,625 of
them, according to Virginia Treakle, chairman of the service committee of the Y. W. C. A. There
was a total of 90 workers rolling
150'2 hours.
The March quota for the county was 25,380 with the students
rolling 3.124 bandages. There were
101 workers in March rolling
104'^ hours.
All girls are invited to help with
this work on Wednesday nights
in rooms A t B from 7 to 8 p. m.
or from 9 to 10 p. m. The planHellenic council is working in
collaboration with the service
committee on this work, and the
eight sororities on campus are
helping with this work. However,
the student body at large is urged
to come out and help roll bandages for injured service men.

Cupid's Season
Continued on Page 3
plant grass? It's Spring . . . and
grass is grown to relax in and
enjoy.
The slight unpleasantries rear
their ugly heads among us, too,
with snakes and bugs and ye olde
spring cleaning. Why wash the
windows now, when they're open
all the time?
Love ... we dare not neglect
love, though it be Puppy love.
Careless Love, True love, or Love
at First Sight . . . it's there and
it's to be put up with. It's part
of Spring. Letters grow tenderer,
phone calls grow longer, blushes
grow prettier, and romances grow.
The symptoms are all here, from
the shining eyes and loss of appetite to the burning lights and
lack of study. 'Tis well that
Spring comes only once a year.
Spring flowers, spring dances,
spring clothes, spring cleaning,
spring fever . . . who can cover
them all in such an Inadequate
manner? We've even neglected
the faithful spring quotations, but
in springtime one can be forgiven
for almost anything.
Therefore we leave this thought
with you . . . it's yours to splurge
or spurn as you see fit:
When balmy breezes sooth the
Snakes,
And Wolves begin to sing,
Lay not on Cupid all the blame.
Lay most of it on Spring!

Kappa Delta Pi

i
■
Continued from Page 1
Butt, Helen Carpenter, Emily
Carper, Shirley Cruser, Martha
Ann Davis, Louise Dawson, Nancy
Puqua. Lucie Harvle, Margaret
Hewlett, and Margaret Hickman.
Also, Rosa Hill, Rachel Hines,
Lelia Holloway. Kathryn Hutchinson. Nancy Ingle. Rosalie Jones,
Kitty Maddox, Ann Martin, Julia
Messick. Mary Rebecca Norfleet,
and Patricia Ann Osborne.
Also Constance Ozlin, Katherine
Prebble, Virginia Radogna, Jacqueline Showalter, Margaret Etta
Smith. Agnes Stokes. Virginia
Treakle. Faith Weeks, and Betty
Wimbish.
Virginia Abernathy, Margaret
Barksdale. Marlyn Bell, Phyllis
Ann Butler. Mary William Calvert, Lelia Dowel 1, Nancy Jane
Hall. Nancy Harrell, Nell Glynne

ii
AMY READ
Past President of Y. W. C. A.
It's rare as a day in June when
an individual can be a leader and
continue to have people thinking
as much of her as they did when
she took over her position as leader. It is that same sort of rarity
that applies to Amy Read. She
has lived that bumpy, lumpy, uncanny life of a Y. W. C. A. president this past year; she has been
active on the War Council, a
member of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
national leadership fraternity and
has had numerous other jobs
with which she has dealt with patience and understanding.
Things go wrong for all of us
some days—but the ability to
meet upsets and setbacks with a
grin and some such words as "It
will turn out for the best" belongs
to only a few—Amy among them.
You can walk in most any time
of day and find the faithful old
"vie" grinding out some superjazz or a Beethoven Symphony
all according to mood—her own or
somebody else's.
There are always letters to be
written there too. Some go to the
Navy in New York and some to
nearer corners . . . But we rather
imagine N. Y. isn't neglected.
If you feel blue any of these
days you might drop around to see
Amy. Her infectious grin will get
you every time.
Holloway, Mary Ann Jarratt. Harriett* Moore. Alice Nichols Jean
Prosise. Sally Robertson, Jane
Ruffin, Edith Sanford. Josephine
Shaffner, Ophelia Whittle, Sara
Bird Williams, and Mary Franklin Woodward are the sophomores
who are in the upper quartile of
this class.
Lucile Cheatham is general
chairman for the reception which
will be held in Student Lounge.

Just Looking, Thanks
By PAT MADDOX
Spring has sprung! With the
arrival of warmer weather many
girls journeyed homeward in order
to buy new cottons with which to
replace their winter-year sweaters and skirts, to see about jobs
for the summer, or just to see
tin ir families once more before
the unhappy day when exams will
arrive.
Among those who went home
were Nancye Allen. Sara Wayne
France. Linda Crowder, Olive
Bradsh.uv, Brookie Benton. Libbie
Bernard. Marilyn Bell. Edna
Brown. Betty Bridgeforth, Mildred Corvin. and Minnie Lee
dumpier.
Also Ni'ncy Courter. Alice Courter. Mary Crank. Sue Clark. Anne
Covington.
Frances Craddock,
Evelyn Christian. Shirley Cruser.
Louisa D.iwson and Ruthie Dugger.
Also Virginia Ellett. Mary Foster. Clto Flick. Dealing Faunt
leroy. Vivian Gwaltney. Boo Geisen. Leona Moomaw. Sara Massie Goode. Margaret Hnrvie.
Beckie Lacy. Jac Hardy. Nancy
Hutter. Margie Hewlett, and Minnie Rose Hawthorne.
Abo Lucie Harvie. Betty Jones.
Dodie Jones Fiances Lee. Kitty
Maidow Miggir Mi.'li. Kitty Patrick Bettv Reid. Shirley Richardson. Jane Waring Ruffin. Betty
Wnnht and Barbara White.
To Newport News to attend a
horse show went Ann Payne and
Julia Glenn, while to Emporia
with Jane Moseley went Betty Agnew. Lucy Manson and Bobbie
Scott.
Inez and Lucille Jones had a
houseful of S. T. C'.ers in Saunton. including M. K. Ingham.
Margaret Bowling. Fiddle Haymes. and Mildred Droste, while Ann
Blair, Jean Garland and Martha
Higgins went to Petersburg to visit
Jerry litmus.
Betty Pat Lewis attended the
dances in Ashland and Maggie
Km Inn and Ellen Ebel went the
other way to Virginia Beach.
Among those who made longer
trips were Anne Ware Smith, who
went to Wilmington, N C, to see
her husband; Carolyn Beard who
went to Newton, N. ft; Kitty
Renneker. who visited her mother
in Baltimore, Md.; and Patsy McCullouch who attended her brother's wedding in Dayton. Ohio.

Federal Positions
Offered To Women
College women have increasing
opportunities for employment in
government, and now practically
70 per cent of all new appointmentees are women
The recruitment of several
thousand college women under
examinations for junior piUfessional assistant has had a profound effect, in the view of Donald C. Stone, assistant director of
the Budget Bureau. Rapid promotions in many cases led him to reflect: "My faitli is that with the
dearth of adequately trained persons, promotion of many of these
young employees to high positions
has come too rapidly. In any event,
than is a desperate search going
on by all agencies for persons
qualified for administrative work
of all grades from juniors to the
heads of bureaus and divisions
Of 1.900 war occupations. 1.468
are listed by the Social Security
Board as suitable for women. An
additional 276 are lifted as partialy suitable.

Cigarettes Overseas
Continued from Page 3
for Naval Aviation; "Roll Tanks
Roll" for the Armored Forces:
"Look Out Below" for the Parachute Troops; "The Fight Quartermaster Corps;" "The Men of
the Merchant Marines;" "Man to
Man" for the marching soldiers of
the Infantry; "In Navy Blue" for
the Waves and "Hail to the
Corps" for Marine Aviation.
Equally popular Ls Harry James'
tribute to the men in the armed
forces with his nightly feature
called the "Chesterfield Special."
Since Harry James' records are
hard to get. he plays a "Chesterfield Special" every night over
the air, so that the boys In the
far-off spots can hear their favorites in the James arrangements, played through the mike
exactly as the boys would hear
them on their phonographs at
camp.
James has recently been voted,
in a popularity survey conducted
by "Radio Life." Pacific Coast fan
magazine, as the favorite recording artist, favorite sweet orchestra and favorite hot orchestra
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Virginian Staff
Continued from Page 1
Virginia Bedford, associate professor of fine and applied arts;
and Miss Nancy Foster, assistant
professor of English, are the faculty advisers of the Virginian.
RECORDS
DECCA

VICTOR

COLUMBIA

"HOW ABOUT A
"LECTURES OVER. WE'RE
ON OUR OWN NOW"

"HELP YOURSELF, MEN. I KEEP
A FEW DOLLARS IN NICKELS
JUST FOR 'COKE TIME'

OKKH

BLUEBIRD
We purchase worn out and
broken solid records.

Wilson's Firestone
Store

Gray's Drug Store
Pure Drugs
Perfumes—Toilet Articles
latest style* in stationery
Quality—Price—Service

Old shoes are made to look new
Expert Repairing
Prompt Service

Electric Shoe Shop
Next to Baptist Church

Farmville Mfg. Co.
MILL WORK

Building Materials

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK
Farmville, Va.

Careful Management
This is to advise that the
< ..HIiiient.li Taxi & Bus Company
Courteous Service
is at your service
If you want to go anywhere in
Virginia ask for information. Tel
rgthonr 78—Edwin Cralle

Interest paid on
Savings Deposits

"Remember reading that in your newspaper? That's a real story from the
South Pacific. When it's time to stand
by for refreshment, that's the job for
ice-cold Coca-Cola. Goes right where
thirst comes from and refreshment
comes to take its place. That's why
nothing takes the place of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. It has a taste and refreshing qualities all its own."
SOTUIO UNDEK AUTHORITY Of TH6 COCACOIA COMPANY IY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, (Farmville, Va.)

